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In July , in the third and last issue of the journal ZERO, Otto Piene
reflects on the significance of art as a factor in transforming reality, capa-
ble of facilitating the emergence of a “better world”. His essay entitled
“Wege zum Paradies” (“Paths to Paradise”) offers an ambiguous inter-
play of theoretical speculations and ideas for fictional works. He begins
by enthusiastically sharing his vision of the sensory and regenerative
importance of art, before inviting the reader to visualise the phantas-
magorical spectacle of his Astronautics Theatre. This two-fold project con-
sists of a series of powerful light projections in the night sky and a show
of “fireworks” created by exploding all the atomic bombs available at the
time. Its objective is the pure pleasure of presenting a “great display of
human inventiveness” in celebration of “human freedom”. Set against a
backdrop of Cold War uncertainty and the looming threat of imminent
nuclear war, the artist’s fiction is certainly intriguing.

“Paths to Paradise” sheds light on Otto Piene’s work as a painter, his Light
Ballets and his proposed Astronautics Theatre projects. While the first two
categories of his work are well-documented in the photographs accom-
panying the text, there are no images of the Astronautics Theatre project
because it was never realised. Regardless of the medium or scale of his
projects, his efforts invariably focused on rendering the vibration of light
tangible. In his work, light is understood as a phenomenal occurrence
as well as the source of all life; converted into life-giving energy by the
viewer, it strengthens his pulse rate, his breathing and his essential dynamic
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nature. Piene declares, “One glance at the sky, at the sun, at the sea is
enough to show that the world outside man is bigger than inside, that it
is so immense that man needs a medium to transform the power of the
sun into an illumination that is suitable to him, into a stream whose waves
are like the beating of his heart.” This definition of the work of art
implies a rejection of the pictorial tradition (past and present) and, specif-
ically, a critique of its rigid visual system. Relying strongly on metaphor,
he denounces both the constraints imposed on the viewer’s eye by the tra-
ditional linear perspective of Western painting and the narcissistic delu-
sions of contemporary Informel Painting, which, in a view he shared
with the movement’s critics, succumbed to the “suppurations” of the
inner world of the psyche. Piene contrasts these two approaches to paint-
ing – one restricted and the other introspective – with the liberation of
the viewer’s gaze, as the light emanating from his works quite literally
leaves a lasting “imprint”on the viewer. Visual evidence of this can be seen
in the portfolio of works that accompanies “Paths to Paradise”, com-
prising twenty-two black-and-white illustrations, including a portrait of
the artist. The works are photographed in optimal lighting conditions to
reveal their full potential, as exemplified by a double-page reproduction
of his painting Bronze und Gold from  showing a full-view image
and a detail (fig. ). This is one of a series of paintings entitled Rasterbilder
(Grid Paintings), in which small dots of metallic colour painted in relief
catch the light. The use of low-angle oblique lighting accentuates the
contrast between light and shade created by the micro-reliefs of regu-
larly arranged shimmering points. This rhythmic effect of light brings a
vibrational intensity to the picture surface, thus fulfilling Piene’s goal of
revitalising painting and, indirectly, the viewer, as the painting becomes
“an oscillation field for the appearance of pure energy. […] It is unob-
structed, a large expanse of colour that is both very close and very far
away at the same time.” This “auratic” painting offers the viewer a visual
experience in which his retina identifies with the concentric arrange-
ment of ripples on the canvas.
Piene’s vitalist poetics of light, allied with his belief in the close affin-

ity between the eye and the sun, revives the Goethean concept of the
“sun-like eye” in direct contact with light phenomena. The art historian
Pascal Rousseau, commenting on the famous question posed by Johann
Wolfgang Goethe in his Theory of Colours – “If the eye were not sun-
like, how could we perceive light?” – notes that “the origin of this vital-
ist approach to perception lies in the principle of a ‘physical’ connection
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between the eye and light inherited from a long history of philosophical
tradition.” Furthermore, the continuum of space and light created by
the interplay of projections in Piene’s Light Ballets seeks to eradicate the
notion of the individual’s separateness from the world: “Man follows the
beams of light that he creates, they envelop him and the universe, the
light passes through him and he through it.” Piene’s use of this classical
reference is perhaps surprising given that kinetic-light artists more often
drew on Gestalt psychology and scientific theories. He undoubtedly val-
ued this mystical view of the sun based on the osmotic relationship
between man and light for its strong evocative power and its rejection of
a purely scientific view of the world. Piene seems to have acknowl-
edged the Goethean heritage of his vitalist approach when he paid trib-
ute to “Prussian Sensibility” (sensibilité prussienne) in his exhibition of
the same title held at the Dato Gallery in Frankfurt in the spring of .
While the exhibition title was chosen without intended irony, it came
across as ill-timed in the context of the early s. However, this French-
language exhibition held in Goethe’s city of birth did not reflect the
chauvinistic and belligerent authoritarianism evoked by the term
“Prussian”. On the contrary, it expressed the artist’s vitalist convictions,
appearing to challenge the abstract perspective on life embodied in the

 Journal ZERO, No., , p. -
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existentialist philosophy popular at the time. Thus, when Piene writes in
his poem entitled Prussian Sensibility, “I/breathe/therefore/I/am” and
“I/breathe/freely/therefore/I/am/free”, his idealism is anchored in the
tangible physicality of life, which originates with the breath. At the
same time, he never surrenders to an irrational view that allows organic
life precedence over the mind, or direct experience precedence over rea-
son. According to this artist and theorist, physical sensations provide a
gateway to the viewer’s mind, or soul, due to the principle of the insep-
arability of body and mind:

“Mind, which is really body, and the body, which really exists in the
mind, do not wish to allow us to treat them as separate entities. I
believe that painting elevates man when it corresponds to his physical
nature. I believe that there are opposites in the human organism that
cause his heart to beat higher, that there are painted volumes that are
so real that they make the lungs fill more deeply and that start up a
pulse beat that brings power and rest, contentment and wings to
mankind.”

A similar goal, that of restoring the individual’s sense of wholeness, or
indivisible unity, is described in other writings by the artist as the reali-
sation of “the ideal of the total man” (das Ideal des totalen Menschen).

Piene’s affirmation, like his turn of phrase, recalls the humanist cultural
concept of Bildung – the belief in the development of man’s moral and aes-
thetic maturity that runs through the writings of Goethe and Schiller.
As Aleida Assmann explains in an essay devoted to this subject, Bildung
can be seen as “the cultivation of a purer, more complete mankind – that
is to say, more natural” in comparison to the rationalism of modernity.
Indeed, when Piene, in his discussion of the dynamic totality of body
and mind, seems to fear their potential dissociation, he echoes the more
well-known themes explored in Friedrich von Schiller’s Letters On the
Aesthetic Education of Man in a Series of Letters. In this work, the philoso-
pher examines the divided nature of man caught between the opposite
poles of the soul and the body, a conflict that can only be resolved by
attaining an “aesthetic state”. However, while Schiller describes the
fragmentation and alienation of modern man and the stifling of his
“natural” sensitivity by the intellect, Piene confines his analysis to a
condemnation of the realm of interiority, in which the modern indivi-
dual has fearfully taken refuge. His focus on sensory experience is set in
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opposition to an art practice in which the imagination is disembodied
from contact with the physical, which appeases rather than stimulates the
viewer:

“I have something real to offer. Instead of narrowing the field of vision,
instead of absorption, a view of something giving, flowing, pulsating.
Not the shrinking of the world in the cells of human imagination, but
expansion on every side, the shooting of the viewer into space, where
he can breathe deeply of fresh air.”

The “ideal of the total man” championed by Piene comes close to being
realised, or experienced, in his Light Ballet installations, which operate
like a deconditioning chamber for the habitus. By a process of metonymy,
these works define the “ZERO zone” by creating a form of quarantine,
a resting place before embarking on new beginnings. In this way, Piene
describes ZERO as a “phase in which to restore calm and enhance aware-
ness” (Phase der Beruhigung und Sensibilisierung). This redressing of the
balance is aimed at securing man’s freedom – which is seen more as a
moral and idealistic accomplishment on an individual level than an oppor-
tunity for practical action.

The cultural memory of the concept of Bildung, seen as a “historic refe-
rence point” (Aleida Assmann) and therefore a potentially unifying force,
enables the artist to highlight the failings of society and to plan for a
future that is yet to be constructed, the “better world”he dreams of. This
reference to a universalist tradition also contains a critical dimension in
that it expresses an awareness of a loss of values that must be addressed.
However, it was precisely at the time when the ideal of Bildung was
declining in popularity, “seeming to have lost its centring role in society”,

that Otto Piene strove to resurrect it. But since the concept had lost its
galvanising appeal, the artist’s discourse was frequently greeted with mock-
ery or incomprehension.

Piene observed a tension between the rapid pace of modernisation in
the post-war period and the persistence of a state of trauma, fear and
emotional withdrawal. The light projections in the night sky that he
imagines in his “Paths to Paradise” seek, on one hand, to play out these
nightmares emerging in the darkness, and, on the other, to offer some
“brightness” to redeem the gloom:
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“But to praise brightness alone seems to me to be insufficient. I go to
darkness itself, I pierce it with light, I make it transparent, I take away
its fear […]. Up to now we have left it to war to dream up a naive
light ballet for the night skies, we have left it up to war to light up the
sky with coloured signs and artificial and induced conflagrations.”

While this project is simple in conception – utilising extremely powerful
projectors to shine beams of light into the night sky – its reception was more
ambiguous due to the fact that it was grounded in a collective memory.
Up until that time, such illuminations had only been staged by the Nazi
propaganda machine and the military, such as theCathedral of Light (Lichtdom)
designed by Hitler’s architect Albert Speer in  for the NSDAP Congress
held at the Nuremberg stadium and the lighting system deployed by the
Nazi anti-aircraft defence to fight Allied bombers during the war. Although
the memory of Speer’s works may have been subconscious for Piene, he
certainly remembered the air raids, which he had experienced first-hand
as a child-soldier drafted in the air defence auxiliary corps.
From the earliest days of West Germany until the landmark war crime

trials of , a “consensus on remembrance”had formed out of a shared
memory of the suffering caused by the war – although it did not include
the question of Germany’s responsibility in this suffering and the result-
ing sense of collective guilt, which remained buried beneath the surface.

By the early s, when the construction of collective memory was
undergoing a dramatic shift and the now economically and democrati-
cally stabilised society was in a better position to critically re-examine its
past, Piene’s “Paths to Paradise” (written in ) and its (non-)reception
at the time of publication appear to express an involuntary resistance to
these changes by reinforcing the “consensual” view of the wartime air
raids. It is telling that it was not until January  that a comparison was
drawn between Piene’s Astronautics Theatre and Speer’s Lichtdom – at a time
when the so-called “critical generation”of the decade from  to 
began to make its voice heard and spared no opportunity to berate their
elders for denying the crimes of the past. The publication of a wide-rang-
ing interview with Speer in Der Spiegel at the time of his liberation in the
autumn of  prompted a student newspaper in Munich to make this
connection, which was clearly devastating for Otto Piene.

Writing about the air strikes and the banks of spotlights pointing into
a sky streaked with flares from anti-aircraft fire shooting at Allied planes,
Piene declares that “seeing was aiming”. In this way, he bears witness to
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a certain “regimenting”of people’s visual response during the war, a kind
of instrumentalisation of the gaze. He suggests that indoctrination is,
above all, an overbearing form of perceptive conditioning, whose effec-
tiveness can be seen more clearly in automatic behaviour than in the vol-
untary adherence to an ideological doctrine. Yet, in the same way that
Piene associates the war years with a coercive experience with visual
imagery, he claims that the newfound sense of freedom that began on 
May  instantly affected his senses. In his text “Past, Present, Future”
from , he describes how, soon after his demobilisation, he headed to
the sea for the first time in his life, to the mouth of the Elbe River, where
the surrounding landscape was a scene of devastation and ruin. Recalling
this expanse of water sparkling in the sunlight, he conveys his sense of won-
der: “All of a sudden it dazzled me and I was transformed.” For Piene,
the feeling of freedom, far from being an abstraction, emanates from the
inner depths of our physical and emotional being. His aim as an artist
was to give form to this emotional and sensory relationship with the
world and to translate the “subjectification”of freedom through his light
creations so that this experience, energised by the transformative power
of the event, could be shared by all.

Considering the sensory appeal of his light works, Piene’s idealistic stance
from  can come across as surprising. His position can be firstly inter-
preted as an affirmation of the principle of the elevation of the individ-
ual to a higher plane through art. But, in the context of the s, his goal
was also to liberate the individual from the domination of materialism, as
he pits “Marxist” materialism against the “middle class”, “capitalist” or
“Christian” materialism of West German society. While the Nouvelle
Tendance (New Tendency) movement and the Paris-based GRAV (Groupe
de Recherche d’Art Visuel: Experimental Visual Arts Research Group)
represented the “socialist materialist” component of art, Piene and the
Group ZERO also distanced themselves from Nouveau Réalisme, which
was equated with “capitalist materialism”. When he wrote “Paths to
Paradise”, Piene had not yet opted for an idealistic standpoint; at that
time, idealism was embraced alongside the concept of “unrealism”: “My
paintings must be unrealistic, according to the meaning that politicians have
given to the word.” In , Piene made a clear reference to the politi-
cian Peter Nellen in a speech he made at the opening of his group exhi-
bition at the Kaiser-Wilhelm Museum, in which he theorised for the
first time about the “New Idealism”. Nellen, a Member of Parliament
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representing the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, had left the CDU
party (Christian Democratic Union of Germany) to join the SPD (Social
Democratic Party) in November  on the grounds of his dissatisfac-
tion with his party’s position on the nuclear armament of the Bundeswehr
(Federal Armed Forces). The debate over West Germany’s nuclear status
triggered a wave of protests in civil society and led to a major social and
political crisis in -. In describing his paintings, Piene appears
to have borrowed a line from a speech Nellen had given at the Bundestag
(German Parliament), in which he took a stand against nuclear arma-
ment: “In our era, the idealists are the true realists”. While Nellen’s
idealism stands in stark contrast to the pragmatism of geopolitical alliances,
it is not incompatible with a realistic vision of the situation at the time,
since his intention was to avert the threat of total annihilation. Similarly,
Piene referred some years later to his own “absurd optimism” – absurd
because it was underpinned by an ideal of peace and freedom, which did
not match the prevailing views of the nation’s leaders. This was not the
collective optimism of the period of the “economic miracle”, with its
promise of a better life for all, but rather the convictions of one who
refused to resign himself to passive acceptance in a world in which the pos-
sibility of nuclear destruction was an omnipresent reality. In this way,
when, in “Paths to Paradise”, Piene dares to imagine all of the world’s
atomic bombs exploding in the sky, his phantasmagorical display is not pre-
sented as an apocalyptic vision of the end of the world. The technology
of mass destruction is reinterpreted as a creative tool deployed to celebrate
“man’s inventive genius” for the sake of the “human freedom”:

“When will our freedom be so great that we conquer the sky for the
fun of it, glide through the universe, live the great play in light and
space, without being driven by fear and mistrust? Why do we not pool
all human intelligence with the same security that accompanies its
efforts in times of war and explode all the atom bombs in the world for
the pleasure of the thing, a great display of human inventiveness in
praise of human freedom?”

In this passage, Piene undoubtedly acknowledges the proliferation of
images of nuclear tests in the press at the time, which had the effect of both
trivialising the threat and reinforcing the constant fear of nuclear devas-
tation. In Robert Jungk’s bestseller Die Zukunft hat schon begonnen (The
Future Has Already Begun), which was first published in Germany in 
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and rapidly translated into many languages, the journalist reports that
nuclear tests in the United States attracted a new breed of tourists in and
around Las Vegas, as people flocked to witness the “rising of the great arti-
ficial sun” in the night sky:

“It was around four in the morning when the motor parade along
Highway  began. A procession of cars had driven from Las Vegas
up to Indian Springs, waiting at the entrance to the testing ground.
The scene resembled the crowds gathering before a big football match
on a Saturday afternoon – the only difference was that it was pitch
dark and the car headlights were switched on.”

However, given that the atomic bomb had become a magical show and
that people “had no option but to accept the idea of ‘Living with the
bomb’”, it became essential to harness the power of the imagination in
order to envisage bringing about a radical shift. In his philosophical
treatise The Obsolescence of Man from , Günther Anders laments that
“we cannot make the capacity of our imagination and our feelings meas-
ure up to our own products and the extent of their effects”. In order to
rectify this “Promethean gap”, Anders argues for “the necessity of work-
ing to expand the habitual functioning of our imagination and feelings […]
and engaging in exercises aimed at transcending [their] supposedly
immutable faculties. Piene’s discussion of his atomic project, and the
fact that this work defies representation, signals a transition from the exal-
tation of sensory experience to a celebration of the imagination. At the
same time, his imagined experience of the vast night sky flooded with an
extraordinary light that is “brighter than a thousand suns” veers towards
a strange fascination with what might come to pass. While it aims to sur-
pass all other visual displays, Piene’s project could also be seen to exem-
plify, through hyperbole, Günther Anders’ assertion that “the only
determining moral task of today consists in developing moral imagination,
that is, endeavouring to bridge the gap”. Even if Piene’s objectives were
not developed to the point of aspiring to “educate moral imagination”,
his work attempts to bridge the “Promethean gap” by redirecting the
most extreme of technological advances to artistic ends.

Otto Piene’s “Paths to Paradise” upholds an ideal of personal, artistic and
spiritual liberation through the creation of artworks that focus on the
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intangible power of light. Piene believed that the role of the artist was to
reawaken the sensibilities of his contemporaries, who had been deeply
scarred by the war and were mesmerised by technological progress and
consumerism, and to present an image of the excesses of technology. The
idealistic vision embraced by Piene is a continuation of the waning tradi-
tion of Weimar classicism and endeavoured to set itself apart from the
competing philosophies of Nouveau Réalisme and the Nouvelle Tendance,
which were seen as expressing materialistic values, whether capitalist or
socialist. But he goes beyond a merely denunciatory stance when he con-
cludes his essay “Paths to Paradise”with the words, “In this sky is paradise
on earth”. Nonetheless, his conception of “paradise on earth” vacillates
between nostalgia and the anticipation of a “better”world, without ever
clearly explaining the nature of the improvement he wishes for.

Translated from the French
by Sarah TOOTH MICHELET



 I am very grateful to Mathilde Arnoux and
Clément Layet for their critical reading of
the first draft of this text. Their insights were
of invaluable assistance to me in the writing
of the final version. I would also like to thank
the ZERO Foundation, Düsseldorf, espe-
cially Tiziana Caianiello, Dirk Pörschmann
and its Director, Mattijs Visser, who allowed
me to consult Otto Piene’s archives.

 Otto Piene, “Wege zum Paradies”, ZERO,
Vol. , , n. pag., (English version: Otto
Piene, “Paths to Paradise”, ZERO , ;
reprinted in Otto Piene and Heinz Mack,
eds., ZERO, trans. Howard Beckman,
Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, , pp. -
).

 Ibid.
 Ibid. “Ein Blick zum Himmel, in die Sonne,
auf das Meer genügt zu zeigen, daß die Welt
außerhalb des Menschen größer ist als die in
ihm, daß sie so gewaltig ist, daß der Mensch
ein Medium braucht, das die Kraft der Sonne
transformiert zu einem Leuchten, das ihm
angemessen ist, zu einem Strom, dessen
Wellen wie der Puls des Herzens sind. Jetzt
sind die Bilder […] Spiegel, von denen Kräfte
auf den Menschen übergreifen, Ströme, die
sich frei im Raum entfalten, die nicht ebben,
sondern fluten.” (Unless otherwise men-
tioned, all translations from the German in
the original French version of this text are
by the author.)

 With the exception of the photograph of the
painting Bronze und Gold, , credited to
Brandenburg, all photographs are by Manfred
Tischer, commissioned by the artist, as indi-
cated by the photographer’s invoices in Otto
Piene’s archives.

 Otto Piene, Lichtballett, exh. cat., Berlin,
Diogenes Gallery, , n. pag.: “Das Bild
wird zum Schwingungsfeld, zur Erscheinung
reiner Energie. […] Es ist offen, weit
Farbraum, ganz nah und ganz fern zugleich.”

 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Traités des cou-
leurs, notes by Rudolf Steiner, th edition,
Paris, Tériade, , p. , (original German
title: Zur Farbenlehre, published ).

 Pascal Rousseau, “‘L’œil solaire’. Une généa-
logie impressionniste de l’abstraction”, in
Aux origines de l’abstraction, -, eds.
Serge Lemoine and Pascal Rousseau, exh.
cat., Paris, Musée d’Orsay, Paris, , p. .

 Otto Piene,  (note ): “[der Mensch]
folgt den Lichtstrahlen, die er macht, sie

umschließen ihn und das Universum, das
Licht geht durch ihn hindurch und er geht
durch das Licht.”

 Also from , the article entitled “Light
Art” by Nan Rosenthal Piene published in
Art in America includes, among other illus-
trations, a reproduction of the frontispiece of
Goethe’s Optical Essays, accompanied by the
following caption: “Goethe made the wood-
cut opposite for his Optical Essays in . It
shows his eye triumphing over various
Newtonian instruments such as the prism,
which Goethe hated because he believed light
could not be broken up into colours, but was
instead a homogeneous, indivisible substance.
Despite his mistake, Goethe made many valu-
able observations about light in his Essays and
his Colour Theory ()”, Art in America ,
No. , May-June, p. .

 Exhibition entitled Sensibilité Prussienne,
Frankfurt-on-Main, Dato Gallery,  April-
 May.

 Otto Piene, Sensibilité Prussienne [,
Frankfurt-on-Main, Dato Gallery, exhibi-
tion brochure], reproduced in  Piene Texte,
Munich, Nota Gallery, , n. pag.

 Otto Piene,  (note ): “Der Geist, der
wirklich ein Körper ist, und der Körper, der
wirklich einen Geist belebt, sie wollen es
nicht zulassen, daß man sie getrennt behan-
delt. Ich glaube, daß die Malerei den
Menschen dann erhebt, wenn sie seine Physis
anspricht. Ich glaube, daß es Gegenbilder
des menschlichen Organismus gibt, die ‘sein
Herz höher schlagen lassen’, daß es gemalte
Volumen gibt, die so real sind, daß sie eine
Lunge tiefer atmen lassen, daß sie einen
Pulsschlag machen, der dem Menschen Kraft
und Ruhe, Gelassenheit und Flügel gibt.”
Otto Piene used the words “soul” and
“mind” interchangeably and synonymously.
See, in particular, Otto Piene, “Leib und
Seele”, exhibition brochure, Stuttgart, Müller
Gallery, .

 Otto Piene, Untitled, in Feuilleton, No. ,
Stuttgart, April , n. pag.

 Aleida Assmann, Construction de la mémoire
nationale. Une brève histoire de l’idée allemande
de Bildung [], translated from the German
by François Laroche, Paris, Éditions de la
Maison des sciences de l’homme, , p. ,
(original German title: Arbeit am nationalen
Gedächtnis. Eine kurze Geschichte der deutschen
Bildungsidee).
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 Friedrich von Schiller, Lettres sur l’éducation
esthétique de l’homme [], accompanying
text and French translation by Robert
Leroux, Paris, Aubier, , , (original
German title: Über die ästhetische Erziehung
des Menschen in einer Reihe von Briefen).

 Otto Piene,  (note ): “Ich habe etwas
Reales anzubieten: statt Verengung des Blicks,
statt Absorption das Schauen in ein
Gebendes, Strömendes, Pulsierendes; nicht
das Schrumpfen der Welt in den Zellen der
menschlichen Vorstellung, sondern die all-
seitige Expansion, das Katapultieren des
Schauenden in den Raum, wo freier Atem
ist.”

 Otto Piene, “Jetzt” ( August ), in Otto
Piene, Ölbilder und Gouachen, exh. cat.,
Düsseldorf, Schmela Gallery, September-
October , n. pag. In “Paths to Paradise”,
the artist outlines one of the potentially ideal
situations for the projection of his classic Light
Ballet on the inner walls of a spherical room
in which viewers could come and go as they
chose, as is visualised in the Placentarium by
Piero Manzoni, reproduced in ZERO . On
the connection between the individual viewer
and the community of this “theatre”, see our
article, “Otto Piene, The Proliferation of the
Sun (-): la projection lumineuse
dans l’expanded cinema”, in Projeter/Projecting,
double issue of the journal Intermédialités, ed.
Larisa Dryansky and Érika Wicky, Montreal,
Spring .

 As early as , Otto Piene wrote in the
article entitled Sur la pureté de lumière [On the
Purity of Light], published in ZERO , “The
cliché that the painter’s work should be an
expression of his era is naive insofar as it
reduces the painter to a kind of journalist.
The artist reacts to his environment, but his
reaction is creative in the sense that it is
directed more towards the future than the pres-
ent. Nowadays, as always, every form of art
has its moral dimension. The Platonic ideal
according to which beauty is at once good
and true has not been forgotten.” (emphasis
added)

 Aleida Assmann,  (note ), p. . With
regard to the timeline of the reception of
Goethe and Schiller, it is worth noting that
the years of  and  were marked by
national commemorations, both in the FRG
and the GDR. On each occasion, there was
discussion of the extent to which the works

of Goethe and Schiller continued to offer a
valuable contribution to the modern era. On
this subject, see, in addition to Assmann’s
publication, Goethe in Deutschland, -,
ed. Werner Berthold and Brita Eckert, exh.
cat., Frankfurt-on-Main, Deutschen Biblio-
thek, Frankfurt, ; Georg Bollenbeck,
“Weimar”, in Étienne François and Hagen
Schulze, Mémoires allemandes [], trans-
lated from the German by Bernard Lortholary
and Jeanne Étoré, Paris, Gallimard, , pp.
-; Wulf Koepke, “The Reception of
Schiller in the Twentieth Century”, in Steve
D. Martinson (ed.), A Companion to the Works
of Friedrich Schiller, Rochester, Camden House,
, pp. -; Karl Robert Mandelkow
(ed.),Goethe in Deutschland. Rezeptionsgeschichte
eines Klassikers. -, t. , Munich, Verlag
C. H. Beck, ; and Gilbert Merlio,
“Kulturnation et lieux de mémoire littéraires”,
in Claire Demesmay and Hans Stark (ed.),
Qui sont les Allemands ?, Villeneuve-d’Ascq,
Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, ,
pp. -.

 See, in particular, the article “Die Revolution
der Zeichenlehrer”by Karl Ruhrberg, in the
Düsseldorfer Nachrichten,  May .

 Otto Piene,  (note ): “Aber das Helle
allein zu lobpreisen, scheint mir nicht genug.
Ich gehe das Dunkel selber an, ich durch-
leuchte es, ich mache es durchsichtig, ich
nehme ihm seinen Schrecken […]. Wir
haben es bisher dem Krieg überlasse, ein nai-
ves Lichtballett für den Nachthimmel zu
ersinnen, wie wir es ihm überlasse, haben,
den Himmel mit farbigen Zeichen und
künstlichen und provozierten Feuerbrünsten
zu illuminieren.”

 On this subject, see the following articles:
Jean Solchany, “Le choc de : l’impact
culturel et mémoriel de la ‘catastrophe alle-
mand’”, in Anne-Marie Saint-Gille (ed.),
Cultures politiques et partis aux XIXe-XXe siècles:
l’exemple allemand, Lyon, Presses Universi-
taires, , pp. -, and Jean-Paul Cahn
and Ulrich Pfeil, “Introduction”, in id. (ed.),
L’Allemagne -. De la “catastrophe” à
la construction du mur, Villeneuve-d’Ascq,
Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, ,
pp. -. The theory of a “consensus on
remembrance” argued by Jean Solchany,
which suggests an active process of “selec-
tive recollection of the past”, contradicts the
idea of the “repression”of the Nazi past and
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the process of “communicative silencing”
(kommunikatives Beschweigen), as defined a lit-
tle later by Hermann Lübbe: “The Nazi past
had not been repressed in the sense that it
had disappeared from the field of conscious-
ness. For a large part of the population, the
trauma of the Nazi past focused less on the
crimes committed by the regime – prima-
rily the extermination of European Jews –
than on the almost ten million German sol-
diers and civilians killed on the front, in
bombing attacks, in prison camps or counted
among the refugees.” (Solchany, , p. ).

 Solchany,  (note ), p. .
 There was no press coverage of the article
“Paths to Paradise” at the time of its publica-
tion due to the fact that critics elected to pro-
vide only a brief presentation of the journal as
a whole and to publicise the event “ZERO:
Édition Exposition Démonstration” ( July
, Düsseldorf, Schmela Gallery), which
accompanied the journal’s publication.
Similarly, Piene’s proposal for an Astronautics
Theatre composed of light projects in the night
sky, which dated back to February  (see
the text written by Piene to accompany his
solo exhibition Lichtballett held at the Diogenes
Gallery in Berlin), and which was frequently
referred to in the artist’s public speeches and
writings, attracted no controversy until the
publication of critical comments in .

 “‘Die Bürde werde ich nicht mehr los’.
Spiegel-Gespräch mit Albert Speer über
Adolf Hitler und das Dritte Reich”, in Der
Spiegel, /, pp. -. Looking back
on his Cathedral of Light, Albert Speer decla-
red: “Der Lichtdom war für mich ein
Versuch Lichtarchitektur zu machen. Wenn
die Lichtbündel der Suchscheinwerfer sich
oben in  Kilometer Höhe in der Luft
zusammenschlossen und ab und zu eine
Wolke durchzog – das war eine phantasti-
sche Angelegenheit, wie in einem gotischen
Dom. Ich bin noch heute stolz auf diese
Erfindung” (p. ).

 Otto Piene, “Light Ballet”, in Otto Piene,
Light Ballet, exh. cat., New York, Howard
Wise Gallery, , n. pag.

 Otto Piene, “Vergangenes – Gegenwärtiges
– Zukünftiges”, exh. cat., Hanover, Seide
Gallery, , n. pag.: “Ich wurde jäh geblen-
det und verwandelt.”

 Otto Piene,  (note ): “Die Volks-
bankiers erklären uns: ‘Hast du was dann bist

du was!’Hier ist der christliche Materialismus,
der nur das bequeme Gegenbild zum kom-
munistisch interpretieten Materialismus ist,
treffend ausgedrückt. Das vorgebliche
Christentum deckt die Blösse eines Volks-
kapitalismus…”

 When, in , Piene first introduced his con-
cept of the “New Idealism” during a speech
he gave at the opening of the exhibitionMack,
Piene, Uecker held at the Kaiser-Wilhelm
Museum in Krefeld, his announcement imme-
diately followed a negative comment about
Nouveau Réalisme, from which ZERO was
seeking to differentiate itself.

 Piene,  (note ).
 Otto Piene, “Ansprache zur Eröffnung der

Ausstellung Mack Piene Uecker im Kaiser-
Wilhelm Museum Krefeld, Haus Lange,
Januar ”, . Piene announced his
vision of the “New Idealism”without con-
sulting either Heinz Mack or Günther
Uecker, who strongly contested the concept.

 This debate reached its peak in the spring of
 when the then Chancellor Konrad
Adenauer declared to the press that nuclear
weapons were simply a necessary compo-
nent of the development of the nation’s
artillery, considering them to be “almost
ordinary weapons”, the benefits of which
the Federal Army would not be denied. The
wave of demonstrations was actively led by
the grassroots protest movement Kampf dem
Atomtod (“Fight Nuclear Death”). On this
period of history, see the following publica-
tions: Hans Karl Rupp, Ausserparlamentarische
Opposition in der Ära Adenauer. Der Kampf
gegen die Atombewaffnung in den fünfziger Jahren,
Cologne, Pahl-Rugenstein Verlag, ;
Michael Geyer, “Cold War Angst: The Case
of West-German Opposition to Rearmament
and Nuclear Weapons”, in Hanna Schissler
(ed.), The Miracle Years: A Cultural History of
West Germany, -, Princeton, Oxford,
Princeton University Press, , pp. -
; Denis Goeldel, Le Tournant occidental de
l’Allemagne après . Contribution à l’histoire
politique et culturelle de la RFA, Strasbourg,
Presses Universitaires de Strasbourg, coll.
“Les mondes germaniques”, , pp. -
; and Michel Pinault, “Les scientifiques,
l’atome, la guerre et la paix”, in P. Causarano
et al., Le XXe Siècle des guerres, Paris, Éditions
de l’Atelier/Éditions ouvrières, , pp. -
.
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 Piene,  (note ), citing Peter Nellen:
“In unserer Zeit sind die Idealisten die
eigentlichen Realisten.” See Peter Nellen,
Reden und Aufsätze, ed. Robert Schlette,
Düsseldorf, Patmos Verlag, .

 Chancellor Konrad Adenauer had, for several
years, repeatedly called for “nuclear equal-
ity” for the Bundeswehr, intended, on the
one hand, as a means of providing a power-
ful dissuasion capability directed at the East,
and, on the other, to strengthen its role in
Western defence and to maintain the FRG’s
status in relation to Western nuclear states,
specifically France and Great Britain. Even if
Adenauer was forced to renounce the man-
ufacture of nuclear weapons on West German
soil, he was not willing to forgo the posses-
sion of these weapons and rejected any form
of discrimination against the Bundeswehr in
comparison to other Western armies.

 Piene,  (note ).
 Piene,  (note ): “Wann ist unsere
Freiheit so stark, daß wir den Himmel zweck-
los erobern, durch das All gleiten, das große
Spiel in Licht und Raum leben, ohne getrie-
ben zu sein von Furcht und Mißtrauen?
Warum schicken wir nicht unter Einsatz aller
menschlichen Klugheit mit den gleichen
Sicherheiten, mit denen ihre kriegerische

Erprobung versehen wird, alle Atombomben
der Welt zum Vergnügen in die Luft, ein
grandioses Schauspiel der menschlichen
Erfindungsgabe zum Lobe der menschlichen
Freiheit?”

 Robert Jungk, Le Futur a déjà commencé [],
French translation by Henri Daussy, Paris,
Arthaud, , p. , (original German title:
Die Zukunft hat schon begonnen. Amerikas
Allmacht und Ohnmacht [The Future has Already
Begun: America’s Omnipotence and Impotence]).

 Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, “Mit der
Bombe leben” [Die Zeit, May ], in id.,
Der bedrohte Friede. Politische Aufsätze -
, Munich/Vienna, Carl Hanser Verlag,
, pp. -.

 Günther Anders, L’Obsolescence de l’homme. Sur
l’âme à l’époque de la deuxième révolution indus-
trielle [], French translation by Christophe
David, Paris, Éditions Ivrea/Éditions de
l’Encyclopédie des nuisances, , p. ,
(original German title: Die Antiquiertheit des
Menschen).

 Ibid., p. .
 Jungk, Plus clair que mille soleils. Le destin des

atomistes, Paris, Arthaud, .
 Anders,  (note ), p. .
 Piene,  (note ): “In diesem Himmel ist

das Paradies auf Erden.”
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